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What is an Access Ready Environment?

An access Ready Environment is where access for people with disabilities at the physical and technological levels is a matter of forethought, design, inclusion and planning instead of a condition of afterthought, delay and discrimination resulting in risk to all concerned.

Access Ready is an independent, non-profit, cross-disability education and advocacy organization promoting a policy of inclusion and accessibility of information and communications technology (ICT). Access Ready's strategies include technical findings, policy discussions, best practices, and advocacy efforts made available to the public through www.accessready.org, its social media stream, and other public relations efforts.

Access Ready asks the question, "If physical facilities in this country must be built in accordance with accessibility standards, why not information and communications technology?" Businesses, employers, and federal, state, and local governments are becoming increasingly dependent on information and communications technology to provide goods and services. For people with disabilities, accessible information and communications technology is a necessity, not a luxury or a convenience, which fosters independence, economic self-sufficiency, and active, meaningful participation in civic life. As stated by Tennessee Governor Bill
Lee, "For people without disabilities, technology makes life easier. For people with disabilities, technology makes life possible."

Inaccessible information and communications technology presents a clear, growing, and present danger to the civic, economic, and social welfare of people with disabilities.

**Culture, Mission, Vision, Values and Purpose**

The fundamental cultural, mission, vision, values, and purpose-driven compass points of Access Ready Inc. an independent nonprofit cross-disability rights advocacy organization and Access Ready Strategic a social purpose corporation are:

**The Culture**

Inspiration

We are inspired to follow in the footsteps of those who have carved out history from blank stone, in order to promote the genius and generosity of the human spirit.

Accountability

Each of us is accountable to each other and the organization as a whole for our personal and corporate commitments in real and hard terms. No person or participating entity is exempt or will be spared the realities of accountability.

Participant Success

Our participant's success is our success. Such success is based on the participant's approval and satisfaction not on our assessment.

Execution

Fundamentally execution means exposing reality and acting on it systematically through talent, capabilities, strategy, and operations. Operations carried out with rigor, intensity, and depth.
Integrity

Break the rule and you are out. No person or participating entity is exempt from the consequences of acting without integrity.

Profit

As a nonprofit, (ARI) and a for-profit social purpose corporation (ARS) we are not in the business of making a profit for stockholders, but we are in the business of financing our mission, vision, values, and purpose. To accomplish this, we must create excess margin or a profit. It is possible to be profitable while maintaining all the compass points of an organization's culture. Access Ready as an organization looks, acts, and carries out its work as a nonprofit, and social purpose corporation, however, Access Ready is a profit motivated, market-driven Social Enterprise triple bottom-line entity promoting the welfare of people, planet and the growth of profitability through all its operations in support of its efforts as a fundamental cultural icon.

Mission

The mission of Access Ready Inc. an independent nonprofit cross-disability rights advocacy organization and Access Ready Strategic a social purpose corporation is to promote a policy of accessibility benefiting all people regardless of ability across information and communications technology utilized for two-way communications.

Vision

The vision of Access Ready Inc. an independent nonprofit cross-disability rights advocacy organization and Access Ready Strategic a social purpose corporation is a society where information and communications technology are accessible to all people regardless of ability as a matter of course and not an afterthought.

Values
The values of Access Ready Inc. an independent nonprofit cross-disability rights advocacy organization and Access Ready Strategic a social purpose corporation are to instill integrity, planning, consideration, and opportunity into the creation, management, and maintenance of information and communications technology to benefit all people regardless of ability.

**Purpose**

The purpose of Access Ready Inc. an independent nonprofit cross-disability rights advocacy organization and Access Ready Strategic a social purpose corporation is to educate the public and private sectors of the importance of accessible information and communications technology to the future of all people regardless of ability.

To support this education by developing initiatives that promote policies that ensure the creation and maintenance of accessible technologies utilized for two-way communications at all levels which allow for easy use by people with the widest range of abilities possible.

To develop employment and business opportunities for people with disabilities that support its educational and growth activities in the field of information and communications technologies and related areas.

To provide consulting and educational services to buyers, developers, and users of information and communications technology that promotes its highest and best use in society.

To promote the concept of a technologically accessible society which fosters:

- Freedom of expression, speech, and worship
- Freedom from fear, ignorance, and want,
- Freedom from dishonesty, exclusion, and immorality
- Freedom of aspiration, invention, and inclusion

**Access Ready Strategic Social Purpose Corporation**

Business Purpose and Public Benefit.
The business purpose and public benefit(s) for which the Corporation is organized are:

(A) To develop financial resources able to fund its specific social purpose strategies.

(B) Providing low-income or underserved individuals with disabilities or communities with beneficial products or services through the development and promotion of information and communications technology that meets accessibility standards allowing the use of such technologies by people with the widest range of disabilities possible.

(C) Promoting economic opportunity for individuals with disabilities or communities beyond the creation of jobs in the normal course of business by contracting for services to be performed by a nonprofit organization that creates employment and business opportunities for people with the widest range of disabilities possible.

(D) Protecting or restoring the environment by expanding the reach of information and communications technology through accessibility thereby allowing people with disabilities to take advantage of home-based employment and business opportunities providing the resulting effect of lowering the individuals carbon footprint.

(E) Improving human health by expanding the accessibility of information and communications technologies utilized in the healthcare industry thereby providing people with the widest range of disabilities access to healthcare services at the same level as the general population.

(F) Promoting the accessibility of the arts, sciences, business, government, nonprofit, and/or the advancement of knowledge by promoting a policy of accessible information and communications technology across these and other disciplines in order to provide people with the widest range of disabilities possible access to goods, services, employment, civic, social and economic engagement at the same level as the general population.
(G) Increasing the flow of capital to entities that have as their stated purpose the provision of a benefit to society or the environment by funding educational and advocacy activities which promote a policy supporting accessible information and communications technology benefiting people with the widest range of disabilities possible.

(H) Funding programs that identify issues, provide education about those issues, and identify best practices and goods or services designed to provide accessibility to people with the widest range of disabilities possible.
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ARTICLE V

Membership Levels

SECTION 1. Membership Levels

The Corporation shall have Bronze, Silver, Gold, and Platinum membership levels under programs established from time to time by the Board of Directors. Any person, organization or corporation may become a member at any level they wish by complying with the requirements established by the Board of Directors. Bronze, Silver, Gold, and Platinum members will have no voting rights or responsibility for the governance and operation of the Corporation.

At a minimum, the following financial support levels must be met.
Bronze: $21.00 annual membership
Silver: $21.00 monthly membership $200.00 annual in advance
Gold: $210.00 monthly membership $2,000.00 annual in advance and
Platinum: $2,100.00 monthly membership $20,000.00 annual in advance